THE FLOWER THAT SHATTERED THE STONE


G            G/B          C        G/B
THE EARTH IS OUR MOTHER, JUST TURNING AROUND, WITH HER
Bm           Em         D7s         D
TREES IN THE FOREST AND ROOTS UNDER GROUND. OUR
G          G/B           C           G
FATHER ABOVE US WHOSE SIGH IS THE WIND,
C          G/B          Ds - D G G
PAINT US A RAINBOW WITHOUT ANY END.
G          G/B         C             G
AS THE RIVER RUNS FREELY, THE MOUNTAIN DOES RISE
Bm            Em         D7s          D - G/B
LET ME TOUCH WITH MY FINGERS AND SEE WITH MY EYES.
C            G/B         C            G/B
IN THE HEARTS OF THE CHILDREN, A PURE LOVE STILL GROWS,
C          G/B          Ds - G G
LIKE A BRIGHT STAR IN HEAVEN THAT LIGHTS OUR WAY HOME,
G          G/B           C           G
LIKE THE FLOWER THAT SHATTERED THE STONE.
Bm        Em           D7s          D
SPARROWS FIND FREEDOM BEHOLDING THE SUN. IN THE
G          G/B           C           G
INFINITE BEAUTY WE'RE ALL JOINED IN ONE.
G          G/B           Ds - G G
REACH OUT BEFORE ME AND LOOK TO THE SKY. DID I
C            G/B         Ds -          G/B
HEAR SOMEONE WHISPER? DID SOMETHING PASS BY?
G            G/B         C            G
AS THE RIVER RUNS FREELY, THE MOUNTAIN DOES RISE
Bm            Em         D7s          D - G/B
LET ME TOUCH WITH MY FINGERS AND SEE WITH MY EYES.
C            G/B         C            G/B
IN THE HEARTS OF THE CHILDREN, A PURE LOVE STILL GROWS,
C          G/B          Ds - G G
LIKE A BRIGHT STAR IN HEAVEN THAT LIGHTS OUR WAY HOME,
G          G/B           C           G
LIKE THE FLOWER THAT SHATTERED THE STONE.